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About This Game

Save the souls of prodigy children and their caretaker who disappeared during the fire in The Agency of Anomalies:
Cinderstone Orphanage! As an agent of the Agency of Anomalies, it’s up to you to find the phantoms and find out who started

the deadly fire. Help the inhabitants of the orphanage use their extraordinary abilities to break the plans of the mystical
brotherhood and escape! Search gorgeous Hidden Object scenes and solve a paranormal mystery!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Awesome achievements

Collectable items
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the agency of anomalies cinderstone orphanage collector's edition

I probably should have read what the dlc contained instead of buying it so blindly, not worth an extra dollar, the game was okay
though. Honestly, this is a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. BUT, because its so cheap i have to say if you and your friends are looking for fun
then get it! We played for about 20 minutes and we couldnt stop laughing it was great. It stopped being funny after about 20
minutes but hey, its $5 what can you expect. playing this game after playing the first one years ago, makes me feel like i have
finally finished my own chapter, this game is fantastic the way it includes your internet browser, the way the characters talk to
you, makes you feel like they are real, also, fantastic music, i have a few new songs to listen to.. wait and get it on a sale..
Bought it on Steam sale, gave it two hours, no rhyme or reason to the AI or actual needs of anything. If you havem't already, just
buy Cities; Skylines and enjoy real city building. This is just Citties xxxlxxxlxxxxl in a cheaper suit.. This game is a lot of fun. I
like the fact that there is some gravity for once in a ball\/racquet game with predictable trajectory.

Pros:
-nice graphic and ambience, sound effects
-level variety (but not enough?)
-love when I hit multi ball, way to clean a level fast
-slow motion is a nice touch, you have to really think twice beofre using it as it is a limited resource
-got me scared of hitting my walls :) good thing you see your solid game area
-realisitc bounces, predictable (unless you hit the anti-gravity tile !)
-no hit misses so far
-power up adds variety
-replayability (I want to beat my score)

Cons:
-UI a bit confusing: took me a while to realize I have to stay on the button to press them, to try out a level you have to use the
training button, new will start a level 1 (for score consistency I presume?)
-Hard difficulty is way too hard, ball bounces way too crazy. Moderate was fun though (but hard)
-I would love to have more than 10 different levels, even though after I completed all 10, it started over at 1 with the brick
needed to be hit twice
-no global score leaderboard? I want to compare my score with the entire world :) !
-more power up please :) !

Overall a nice little game, very addictive and got me sweating. Definitely worth the price in its current state and I am sure they
will keep adding features.. Entire playthough in under 10 minutes. Only 2 rooms and a "maze." Might make a nice demo, but I'd
save your money. A game should take longer to play through than it does to download.. I liked the game, has a cozy feeling to it.
I got a bit confused of the story sometimes, but I played the game over a few spread out nights so that might have been the
reason. Luckily you can re-read noted found along the way,
I got frustrated sometimes about the puzzles, but it was a lot of stubborness to try solve it on my own instead of using the hints.
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Our family had a lot of fun this title. Sits nicely alongside (and would fit inside) Job Simulator.. They're masterworks all, you
can't go wrong.. This is a perfect example of Bad VR game design.. This is an adventure, without a plot or driving narrative.
There are some very loose links to Lewis Carol's 'Alice in Wonderland', but even those tenuous links are never really explored,
nor does it have it's own narrative. The story starts no-where and goes nowhere.

Ok what about the game itself? Well, there isn't one. Not really. It is a walking simulator through and through. And one that is
obnoxious in its VR game design. Nothing was built for VR, despite being VR only (on release). Interacting with the world
involves pointing the controller at something and clicking the highlighted object.

Paths that lead up walls and go upsidedown? Sounds great in theory, but he way the game controls the camera is disgusting.
Walk to fast and your world is spinning, but not quite keeping up with your position in the world. It's a vomit fest, and this is
coming from someone who loves spinning around in Elite, and will only use smooth locomotion in games where it is available.

And talking of which, this game doesn't have a clue where you are in the world, leading to graphics that are not in anyway
corresponding to their collidor position in game. When miniturised this made some parts impossible to traverse without being
about 20 meters in the wrong place (actually walking through assets).

Even my height was off by about 50cm, which got worse through the game. I had to install VR Advanced settings, just to enter
in a -0.40 into the height adjustment. At some point I had to up this to -1.2. I was essentially 3 meters tall in-game.

So this game is buggy, not playable without 3rd party apps, no story or plot and no gameplay elements aside from a couple of
throwaway puzzles. Oh and a tiny RC Racing car that is a puke fest, with the controls set up that you can only steer left or right
when moving forward, but you can only move foward and not left and right... seriously, did the dev even play test this? Driving
the car feels almost like glitching the game. Its terrible.

An insult to VR gamers and really puts me off touching another VR indie game again.

That was the main game, which I completed.

The DLC... oh boy, that made the main game look fully fleshed in comparison.

Don't buy this game. If you're looking for a slow adventure go and try The Solus Project, or Ethan Carter.. The Game was a
good time killer for 0.19\u20ac but it keeps crashing, giving errors, that it made it not enjoyable to play. Else I would've given it
a thump up
Lets see how the game runs in the future, and if he'd manage to remove all those bugs.

Runs Smooth 1\/10
Kills Time 7\/10
------------------------
Overall Price\/Game 4\/10. This game is the best variation of Solitaire.
It is a mix of Mahyong and Solitaire with a bit of relaxing music.. The game is really annoy when socialising with a bunch of
annoy survivors. Just not a fun game at all. Heroes enter your dungeon and you try to lure them to look at statues and enter your
rooms so they become happy then you slay them collecting soul energy to make more statues and rooms . the game just sucks
sry ... It's been a long time coming but worth the wait. Great addition to a brilliant game. Well done Longbow. It's a privillege to
actually be able to pay you for all the added development you've put into H3 over the past 18 months. Nice to have bigger map,
scripted scenarios and elephants ! I'm also very happy to see it works fine with existing mods and so far I've found it very stable.
Thanks again. Bargain at twice the price !
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